
Dear Jim. 
interpretation of the first Tines stories, **sprites. of what tomorrow's soy 

say, is that I had emery large degree of success to go with the new unpopularity I as 
sure Piro earned. Not only that, but I know such of what was omitted and by normal 
news standards it is much more noteworthy than asking the wroug.question and giving a 
noneenower. Quite a bit. I'. resisted the teaptatton to write 410 and Inmost he has 
a case to take to the Guild for including his nese. Constitutes professional defamations 

The first of the items I had written out toilets up with Dud is some kind of 
legal some to protect the privacy of Roes defense sell. I have had esessiee to vast to 
oonsult with Ms without interoeption minces* got the first 754996 papers. Intermit-tently 2 also have. Row acre importantly I again have. Bs did promise I would have some 
papers by now and I don't. I'd like to have been able to write Mn about the Chastain 
plow. I cant tell you how often, but almost all the time I's inhibited. 

It Issas 14 t/2 soothe sines Mud speed totake as his first step that of which this is but part. Re hasn't dams it. I WA** should be dons aid se I *Mal told you be, not you, shield do IV' 
Aside from rowilatdrs, which do prohibit the reading of damn mail and opening it'outtalde them priosser a preasasa Battle was quits solid,* on this when gauss fudged 

for relief des from the surveillance, Lights, eta. Rattle sent into a long hit on the 
soil and said erflioliGg it 	not be read and the only right th* State had was to 
be sure there serene escape plans, etc. 

Jimmy umd his defense have suffered from this abdication. It has meant such 
time and needless worry for ne. I'd like you be politely flan with Bud on this. 

• Be say not be as stubborn eayout night think bes0000,11Y 1110 100 you  get th4 he'll know how genuimairsed I amend that 	hate teifiriff 	swing 
with all I have. There simply is no excuse for his not having dons what he wee supposed 
tO„12„"liiiA&a204410,4010*.040l0.40semlCand should have been done selevetelle , • 

It also is past tine baryon to be having to carry the full legal load and he should 
be able to understand it. One way or another. 

.Wliat can make this sore laportent is that there are now more and powerful ones 
to be bolt. This case is rushing toesrt a oriels. At some pint Jed has to stop Grip. 
piing us more than the other side. 

• 
Doing something should be simple for him, especially now. Be's got a clerk and 'outman give him that page of battle. 

he 
1St, 


